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Initiation Form 
Summary  Reference: COM006b 

Activity Name:  Connecting Communities– Community Organisation Fund 

Activity Description:  

A community organisation fund which can deliver infrastructure 

improvements to community facilities aligned with community led 

projects (including volunteer initiatives) which seek to develop social 

and human capital in places and improve digital connectivity, digital 

inclusion and skills. 

Investment Priority:  
Communities and 

Place  
Intervention: 

E9 – Funding for 

impactful volunteering 

and/or social action 

projects to develop 

social and human 

capital in local places 

 

E11 – Investment in 

capacity building and 

infrastructure support 

for local civil society 

and community groups 

 

E15 – Investment and 

support for digital 

infrastructure for local 

community facilities. 

 

Funding Available: 
£2.7 

(Total) 

This funding opportunity includes both capital 

and revenue funding. While an indicative split 

has been included in the financial tables 

below, we encourage projects to come 

forward with the capital/revenue split that is 

appropriate for them to deliver against this 

initiation form 

Type of funding opportunity: 

This invitation to bid will be open and ongoing during the period 

outlined below with specific review points. Project applications 

received before each review point will be considered at that point in 

time. 

Open Date:   01/04/2023 Close Date: 24/07/2023 
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Review Point 1: 30/05/2023 Review Point 2: 24/07/2023 

 

Context 

Description: Description of the activity and what is expected to be achieved 

Community Connectivity & Organisation Fund 

Our Good Growth Investment Plan identifies the need to invest in projects which increase capacity and 

place-based leadership in our communities. Applications are encouraged from organisations that can 

demonstrate leadership in their community and which will deliver projects which seek to improve the 

quality of life for their residents. This part of the programme seeks to invest in projects and initiatives that 

can enhance and build better connections for communities. 

Community Connectivity is an important part of the CIoS Good Growth Investment Plan, and we have seen 

the importance of communities pulling together in response to the Covid-19 pandemic. Community facilities 

and associated infrastructure play an integral role enabling people to come together for social interaction, 

to deliver support for groups in one place, access services and to engage in community activity. This part of 

the programme will help communities meet changing needs and support them with delivery of their work 

through providing additionality to volunteer initiatives and associated improvements to key community 

infrastructure. Our Good Growth Investment Plan sets out the ambition to support the ageing population to 

remain economically active and volunteer opportunities delivered from community spaces which provide 

the right infrastructure and equipment will be essential now and in the future. Fit for purpose facilities will 

support a wide range of activity, enabling knowledge and skills transfer and mentoring opportunities, giving 

older people an ability to contribute to society and for intergenerational activity to flourish. 

We therefore want to see projects which address infrastructure issues with community assets and which in 

turn can support local volunteering groups/organisations with their ongoing work, enhancing and 

augmenting their offer which might have previously been constrained by physical or technological issues 

imposed by a current facility. Projects should target an identified need in Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly 

enabling people to be better connected and rooted in their hamlet, village, town and place. This can include 

projects which aim to enhance physical, cultural and social ties and amenities, such as community 

infrastructure and community led projects. Projects which address social isolation, which may have been 

exacerbated by the Covid-19 pandemic, will be eligible particularly where there is a need to augment 

current support in response to deepening issues from the cost of living crisis. This can be more acute in the 

more rural parts of Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly so funding can target areas where community assets and 

facilities are in need of modernisation, wrapped around an initiative that requires more suitable space. 

Investment can support renovations, extensions, enhancements and adaptations to make existing 

community facilities more accessible (including digitally), user friendly and which respond to an identified 

project need. Projects could include more space to host additional activity which includes but not limited to 

memory/wellbeing cafes, support for carers groups, warm food schemes/food banks etc. Volunteering 

organisations/projects can be supported with their work which seeks to bring any hard to reach groups 

together in one place and where support can be given to provide a warm space and where meals or craft 

and learn opportunities can be delivered. This fund is not seeking to fund business as usual activity and 

additionality arising from infrastructure improvements must be demonstrated. 

Funding can be used to enhance community spaces such as community centres, village halls and libraries 

(including any associated green and blue infrastructure) for local civil society and community groups to use. 

Funding can be used to provide free access to WIFi and digital devices to support residents without digital 

connectivity to access services and support. Schemes could include digital device loaning and digital 

champion training. Other opportunities can include electric vehicles (EV) and EV charge points to enable 
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community volunteer driver schemes to transport vulnerable and isolated people to access community hubs 

(links with activity targeting specific groups who use the facility where EV charge points are to be installed 

should be well evidenced) and support group activity and vehicles can then be used to support wider 

community activity such as medication delivery or other essential items to be delivered to them at 

home/locally, maximising the use of any resource for the wider community and those with mobility 

constraints. 

Projects which align with any pathways back into education or employment and which offer skills training 

and either a formal qualification or digital badges which recognise accomplishment outside of mainstream 

formal qualifications are also eligible to apply for funding. Project narrative should highlight the identified 

need and how SPF will expand current provision, give volunteers opportunities to upskill, retrain or through 

their volunteering an avenue into employment e.g. to unlock future career pathways. Adaptations to 

existing facilities or creation of new can be supported. 

Applicants should demonstrate how funding will improve current provision and how existing community 

facilities can be developed to renew lost and deliver additional activity which can bring communities 

together.  

Activities that can supported, but not limited to, are (note – this list is indicative only and not prescriptive):  

• Improvements and adaptations to community facilities to provide additional support for 

community/voluntary groups, charities and support groups (including youth). This can include extending 

current facilities to widen the scope of core activity which are constrained by the current building, 

bringing about additionality of service and to further support voluntary activity.  

• Making physical changes to a venue, to provide new equipment in a community facility to address an 

identified need - new or enhanced private/dedicated space within an existing community facility for 

local residents to make use of provided digital equipment to access online services (including printing) 

where personal data might be shared (housing issues, health appointments). This can include 

improvements which support accessibility of buildings. 

• Installation of kitchen equipment to support community meals and cooking lessons delivered by 

volunteers to help people eat healthy and on a budget. Volunteers trained in food hygiene and 

food/hospitality for potential careers in a range of kitchen, restaurant, hospitality settings. Supporting 

young families eat well for less with quick and easy meal ideas. Help for older people with ‘cook for one’ 

meal ideas, cooking classes which bring people together and addresses social isolation. Could be helping 

with soup kitchens etc. Pathways with training for volunteers/individuals who can volunteer as a result 

of participation should be set out. 

• Improvements to digital Infrastructure for local community facilities where charities, youth groups, 

refugee support is carried out. This will support access to getting online and to provide a digital base for 

young people, groups and refugee families to come together. Access to data/shared Wi-Fi/5G or similar, 

providing free internet access to those who need it most, improving opportunities for education, 

training, employment and social inclusion together with community entertainment events and activities. 

This may include the provision of data packages either free, or at a highly subsidised cost to some 

individuals (such as refugees). 

• Providing the network and associated equipment at no cost (through lending/loan schemes) and 

maintaining broadband access for refugee and other support groups. The devices will help individuals 

who would like to access services and information online but are prevented due to cost, are not 

confident in what device to buy or use devices on an infrequent basis. Borrowers should have the 

support from a digital champion to make full use of the device whilst on loan. Digital champion training 

and support should be embedded as that could open career opportunities for individuals. Provision 

should also be made to ensure devices are completely clean of any previous data when loaned and 

when they are returned, all data being erased, and the device reset and cleaned.  
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• Volunteer support/training costs – can include specialist training which can help volunteers plug 

gaps/augment delivery in support of staff and/or free up staff and resources to enhance the 

offer/service provided.  

• Gleaning projects – network support and investment in machinery/equipment to support volunteer 

gleaners (harvesters) and drivers to salvage produce from farms and growers for distribution to 

community foodbanks, soup kitchens and charities that feed those most in need, reducing food waste 

on farms and food poverty across CIoS. Funding can be used to increase capacity and to scale up existing 

networks to ensure that projects can provide produce to the anticipated increase in demand that will be 

generated from the continuing cost of living crisis. 

 

Strategic Alignment: Description of how proposals should meet strategic objectives, local need and the 

programme priorities. Expectations for coordination with other funding programmes. 

Proposals should demonstrate evidence, showing their strategic fit and link to local community, social or 

economic needs.  

This opportunity contributes significantly to the achievement of Government’s Missions for Levelling Up: 

Mission 7. By 2030, the gap in Healthy Life Expectancy (HLE) between local areas where it is highest and lowest 

will have narrowed, and by 2035 HLE will rise by five years 

Mission 8: By 2030, wellbeing will have improved in every area of the UK, with the gap between top 

performing and other areas closing.  

Mission 9: By 2030, pride in place, such as people’s satisfaction with their town centre and engagement in 

local culture and community, will have risen in every area of the UK, with the gap between top performing 

and other areas closing. 

The UK SPF has been launched by UK Government’s as part of its wider commitment to level up all parts of 

the UK and on the key metrics identified in the Levelling Up White Paper Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly is one 

of the areas in the UK that is most in need of levelling-up. In its Levelling Up White Paper Government outlined 

that at national level the UK SPF will have a particular focus on the following objectives: 

 

• Boost productivity, pay, jobs and living standards by growing the private sector, especially in those 

places where they are lagging. 

• Spread opportunities and improve public services, especially in those places where they are weakest. 

• Restore a sense of community, local pride and belonging, especially in those places where they have 

been lost. 

• Empower local leaders and communities, especially in those places lacking local agency 

• To increase levels of functional numeracy in the adult population 

 

This invitation to bid is part of the Community and Place Investment priority which has the following 
objectives: 

• The communities and place investment priority will enable places to invest to restore their community 

spaces and relationships and create the foundations for economic development at the 

neighbourhood-level. The intention of this is to strengthen the social fabric of communities, 

supporting in building pride in place. 

• Strengthening our social fabric and fostering a sense of local pride and belonging, through investment 

in activities that enhance physical, cultural and social ties and amenities, such as community 

infrastructure and local green space, and community-led projects. 
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• Building resilient, safe and healthy neighbourhoods, through investment in quality places that people 

want to live, work, play and learn in, through targeted improvements to the built environment and 

innovative approaches to crime prevention 

Interventions: 

• E7 – Support for active travel enhancements in the local area. 

• E9 – Funding for impactful volunteering and/or social action projects to develop social and human 

capital in local places 

• E11 – Investment in capacity building and infrastructure support for local civil society and 

community groups 

• E15 – Investment and support for digital infrastructure for local community facilities. 

Our Good Growth Investment Plan identifies the importance of community and place which can contribute 

to all the priority outcomes. As set out in the CIoS Good Growth Investment Plan investment in community 

capacity is an integral part of enabling communities plan and deliver local solutions which fit the need, 

opportunity and aspirations of their place.  

Leadership in communities will be essential and place based leaders, through this funding, should strive to 

improve the quality of life of people living in a particular place. This programme can support volunteer 

organisations and community led projects (including a role for leaders and place based champions) to 

augment infrastructure and their project delivery to adapt to changing needs presented in their 

communities. 

Coastal communities, including in CIOS, have some of the worst health outcomes in England, with low life 

expectancy and high rates of many major diseases help to redress and address issues for residents by 

supporting projects that encourage a healthy lifestyle. These interventions will invest in activity that will 

help to create sustainable communities and places where everyone can start well, live well and age well 

which is a core principle of the The Cornwall Plan 2020-250  

Our  digital-inclusion-strategy-2019-2023.pdf (cornwall.gov.uk) recognises the benefits to residents and 

organisations of being online. From communicating easily with the world around, accessing learning and job 

opportunities, managing, making and saving money and even improving physical and mental health – digital 

access and literacy is vital in order to participate fully in the modern world. 

Please note:  

• Cornwall Council reserves the right to allocate more or less funding than the values set out in this 

invitation to bid.  

All funding expended should contribute to the “Good Growth” requirements outlined in the CioS UK SPF 

Investment plan.  Higher levels of funding distribution may be spent on projects, activity or initiatives that 

deliver the greatest contribution to these objectives, especially where they are located and/or target the 

areas and people of Cornwall and the IoS most in need of levelling up. 

Route to Market:   Open Invitation   Explain the chosen route to market 

In order to meet subsidy control requirements and identify the projects that will deliver best value for 

money an open invitation to bid is viewed as the most appropriate route to market. This route to market 

will enable all relevant and interested organisations in Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly the opportunity to 

apply for funding to deliver their ambitions. Applications are welcomed from organisations including the 

voluntary, community, public and private sector organisations. Project(s) must be delivered by a legally 

constituted organisation that can receive public funds and in accordance with UK Subsidy Control rules. 

Specific Requirements: Description of specific requirements 

https://www.cornwall.gov.uk/media/xcdhwsmu/the-cornwall-plan-2020-2050.pdf
https://www.cornwall.gov.uk/media/jymdk5sy/digital-inclusion-strategy-2019-2023.pdf
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For Community led projects, consents of property owners should be detailed to ensure that projects can be 

delivered. Procurement procedures and policies should clearly articulate contract value thresholds and the 

governance processes to authorise contract awards and how tenders are managed. 

Duplication of activity must be avoided which includes, as an example, Cornwall’s Project Gigabit rollout. 

Partnerships with training/skills providers should be clear and any agreements/arrangements detailed. 

For larger schemes requiring a substantial capital and revenue investment, the need and opportunity should 

be clearly outlined together with any consultations carried out and any planning pre-application advice and/or 

planning consents being progressed. Projects will need to be able to deliver projects within the SPF timescales 

of project completion by 31 March 2025 and the deliverability weighting in the appraisal criteria therefore 

reflects this position. Business case may be required for larger value projects. SPF funding should target 

elements of projects where infrastructure improvements do not form part of routine maintenance and is 

aligned to a specific project need. 

For new initiatives, detail on previous experience, governance and deliverability will be key and instrumental 

to the appraisal process. 

Cornwall Council encourages applicants to maximise the leverage of other funding within project design.  

However, we recognise not all projects, or applicants will be able to secure match funding.  Applicants should 

note value for money will be a selection consideration as it has a number of benefits, including enhanced 

alignment with other provision and efficient delivery which increases value for money.  Therefore, we will 

take the overall funding package for each project, including any match funding, into account. All projects must 

demonstrate adherence to subsidy control rules. 

Proposals should also: 

1. Set out how people and skills and talent development opportunities are included as part of wider 

project delivery 

2. Demonstrate how activity will complement and not duplicate mainstream, existing and other 

funded activity.  Highlighting the wrap-around support being proposed, and how communities and 

beneficiaries to be supported will be identified and engaged. 

3. Respond to a clearly identified need and clearly describe the need. 

4. Clearly detail the training volunteers will get and the opportunities that training could open for 

volunteers – pathway to further education/training and/or employment 

5. Not conflict with national policy or local strategies. 

 

Budget & Spend Profile 

Funding Available: £2.7m  

(Total) 

£1.4m  

(Capital) 

£1.3m 

(Revenue) 

Minimum Award: £200,000 Maximum Award: £800,000 
 

 22/23 23/24 24/25 Total 
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Intervention 

€ 

Capital 

(£m) 

Revenue 

(£m) 

Capital 

(£m) 

Revenue 

(£m) 

Capital 

(£m)  

Revenue 

(£m) 

Capital 

(£m)  

Revenue 

(£m) 

E9 – Funding 

for impactful 

volunteering 

and/or social 

action 

projects to 

develop social 

and human 

capital in 

local places 

N/A N/A 0m 0.1m 0.65m 0.5m  0.65m 0.6m 

E11 – 

Investment in 

capacity 

building and 

infrastructure 

support for 

local civil 

society and 

community 

groups 

N/A  N/A  0m  0m 0.35m  0.4m  0.35m 0.4m 

E15 – 

Investment 

and support 

for digital 

infrastructure 

for local 

community 

facilities. 

N/A N/A 0m 0m 0.4m 0.3m 0.4m 0.3m 

Total  0m 0m 0m  0.1m  1.4m  1.20m  1.4m  1.3m  

Total per year 0m 0.1m 2.6 2.7m 

Intervention Rate: 80 %  

(Maximum) 

Target Leverage: £ 540,000 

(Total) 

Spend Start: 01/04/2023 Spend End: 31/03/2025 

 

Good Growth Principles  

Clean and Green Business / Economy Equality/Inclusive growth 

C1 Reduction in CO2 
emissions 

 BE1 Increase % of 
workforce earning real 
living wage 

 EQ1 Invest in projects that 
encourage a healthy 
lifestyle 
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C2 Circularity - reduction in 
use of virgin raw materials. 
Recycle reuse principles 

 BE2 Improve productivity 
in all sectors 

 EQ2 Reduce gender pay gap  

G1 Nature recovery 
 

 BE3 Contribute positively 
to CIoS economy, 
environment and equality 
through 
purchasing/procurement 

 EQ3 Increased levels of 
functional numeracy and 
literacy in the adult 
population 

 

G2 Attracting private sector 
green finance income to 
Cornwall 
 
 

 BE4 Upskilling the 

workforce   

 

 EQ4 Maximise opportunity 
for people with disability 
and ill health (including 
mental health) 

 

Contribute to the 
Environmental Growth 
Strategy for Cornwall and 
Isles of Scilly 

   EQ5 Maximise work based 
opportunities for those with 
SEND particularly relating to 
spectrum disorders and 
dyslexia 

 

    EQ6 support for the aging 
population to remain 
economically active 

 

    EQ7 Support young (under 
30) entrepreneurs 

 

    EQ8 Levelling-up of towns 
and neighbourhoods 
throughout CIoS 

 

    EQ9 Increased capacity and 
place-based leadership in 
communities 

 

    EQ10 Advance equality of 
opportunity between 
people who share a 
protected characteristics 
and those who do not 
(Equality Act 2010) 

 

    EQ11 Assist individuals with 
complex barriers to 
employment to access 
opportunities 

 

    EQ 12 Have a positive 
impact on children and 
promote and uphold 
children’s rights under 
UNCRC 

 

 

Outputs/Outcomes  

For this invitation to bid we are looking for activity that delivers the following outputs and outcomes: 

https://www.unicef.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2010/05/UNCRC_summary-1.pdf
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[Insert table with outputs and outcomes for each intervention number – these need to be pro-rated based on 

the % of budget allocated to the interventions under the activity that this initiation form describes]  

E9 – Impactful volunteering 
and/or social action projects to 
develop social and human 
capital in places 

 
Output / Outcome 

 
Total for the period 
2023/24 – 2024/25 

 

Number of organisations 
receiving grants 

Output 20 

Number of volunteering 
opportunities supported 
(numerical value) 

Output 35 

*Number of projects successfully 
completed 

Output 50 

**Improved engagement 
numbers 

Outcome 10 

**Number of volunteering 
opportunities created as a result 
of support 

Outcome 25 

E11 – Investment in capacity 
building and infrastructure 
support for local civil society and 
community groups 

 
Output / Outcome 

 
Total for the period 
2023/24 – 2024/25 

 

Number of organisations 
receiving grants 

Output 22 

*Number of amenities/facilities 
created or improved 

Output 11 

Amount of green or blue space 
created or improved (m2) 

Output 150 

Number of people attending 
training sessions 

Output 495 

***Number of new or improved 
community facilities as a result of 
support (numerical value) 

Outcome 8 

E15 – Investment and support 
for digital infrastructure for local 
community facilities 

 
Output / Outcome 

 
Total for the period 
2023/24 – 2024/25 

 

*Number of organisations 
receiving grants 

Output 37 

***Number of new or improved 
community facilities as a result of 
support (numerical value) 

Outcome 37 

*Premises with improved digital 
connectivity as a result of 
support 

Outcome 7 

 

The outputs and outcomes stated here reflect our Investment Plan submission to Government.  Applicants 

should note Cornwall Council reserves the right to adjust and refine these outputs and outcomes as delivery 

progresses during the duration of our SPF programme and further national guidance becomes available. 
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*Output/outcome has changed slightly compared to original outputs/outcomes published by government: 

UK Shared Prosperity Fund: outputs and outcomes definitions (2) - GOV.UK (www.gov.uk) 

** Output/outcome has changed substantially compared to original outputs/outcomes published by 

government: UK Shared Prosperity Fund: outputs and outcomes definitions (2) - GOV.UK (www.gov.uk) and 

alternative output/outcome figure will be agreed at contracting stage. 

*** Output/outcome discontinued compared to original outputs/outcomes published by government: UK 

Shared Prosperity Fund: outputs and outcomes definitions (2) - GOV.UK (www.gov.uk) and alternative 

output/outcome will be agreed at contracting stage. 

 

 
For further information on the programme please refer to the Good Growth website.  Completed 
Applications and relevant documentation must be submitted via email to 
goodgrowth@cornwall.gov.uk before the deadline stated on this Form. 
 
Support and guidance to assist applicants through the application process is available at Good 
Growth website. 
 
More information on Shared Prosperity Fund can be found on the UK Government website; 
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/uk-shared-prosperity-fund-prospectus 
 

Date Updated: 05/01/2023 Lead: Good Growth Team 

 

 

Appraisal Criteria 

Strategic Alignment Good Growth  Deliverability Value for Money 

20 % 20% 40% 20% 

Explanation for criteria weighting 

 
A higher weighting has been given to deliverability as the capital investment could bring challenges given 
planning and building regulation issues. It will be essential that schemes spend and deliver projects within 
the remaining two years of the SPF fund and to ensure that projects contribute to Good Growth across CIoS. 
 

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/uk-shared-prosperity-fund-outputs-and-outcomes-definitions-2
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/uk-shared-prosperity-fund-outputs-and-outcomes-definitions-2
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/uk-shared-prosperity-fund-outputs-and-outcomes-definitions-2
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/uk-shared-prosperity-fund-outputs-and-outcomes-definitions-2
http://www.ciosgoodgrowth.com/
mailto:goodgrowth@cornwall.gov.uk
http://www.ciosgoodgrowth.com/
http://www.ciosgoodgrowth.com/
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/uk-shared-prosperity-fund-prospectus

